Senior Research Scientist (Oberassistent/in, Maître-Assistante)

A Senior Research Scientist (Oberassistent/in, Maître-Assistante) position will be available from June 1st, 2017 for Integrative Physiology at the Department of Medicine, University of Fribourg, Switzerland. This position of University Fribourg is available for 2 years with possibility of extension up to 5 years. The successful candidate will be integrated into the teaching unit of integrative physiology and is strongly encouraged to manage his/her research independently. He/she is encouraged to apply for extramural funding within the first two years. He/she will have to teach defined chapter(s) in systems physiology (up to four hours per week) to medical and/or biomedical students at bachelor level either in French and/or German.

Candidates with a PhD and/or MD degree and solid training/expertise in cell biology, biochemistry, molecular biology and in vivo animal models, who worked as postdoc for at least 3 years in the research field of systems (integrative) physiology on the topic of cardiovascular or metabolic or renal (patho)physiology are encouraged to apply. A record of independent research experience would be an advantage.

Please send your application (by post or email), including a cover letter explaining your motivation, CV, copy of degree/diploma certificates, a brief statement on previous research experience, and contact details for at least two referees till April 1, 2017 to:

Prof. Zhihong Yang, MD
Dept. of Medicine / Physiology
Chemin du Musée 5
CH-1700 Fribourg (Switzerland)
Phone: +41 26 300 8593
e-mail: zhihong.yang[@]unifr.ch